
HERMANN WAREHOUSE EXPANDS TO DELAWARE-BASED, 
STATE-OF-THE-ART DISTRIBUTION CAMPUS 
Hermann Warehouse recently opened our latest North
American facility with over 124,200 SF of warehouse and
office space in New Castle, Delaware. The state-of-the-
art distribution campus has over 421,000 SF of potential
space giving Hermann flexibility for future expansion of
business services. Fifteen-year veteran Dave Berglund
has been assigned Warehouse Manager while his
daughter Jennifer Berglund serves as customer service
representative.

Located at 350 Anchor Mill Road in the Twin Spans
Business Park (TSBP), the campus is owned by the
leading mid-Atlantic commercial real estate developer,
Harvey Hanna & Associates, Inc. (HHA). Hermann joins
many nationally recognized companies and well-known
regional entities already on campus. 

Just one mile from the Delaware Memorial Bridge,
Hermann’s new warehouse is strategically located 34
miles to Philadelphia, 70 miles to Baltimore, 107 miles to

Washington, DC, and 127 miles to NYC. The warehouse
offers immediate access to I-95, I-295 and I-495. The new
facility is also located close to the three major shipping
ports of Wilmington, Baltimore, and Philadelphia. 

“This modern AIB-Certified space
offers tremendous opportunity
for Hermann Services to expand
food-grade operations throughout
Baltimore, Maryland, Virginia,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York,
and beyond,” notes Charles Capra,
President of Hermann Warehouse
Corporation. When Mr. Capra was
invited to join the Board of Directors last month, he had
his eye on moving Hermann into new markets. Clearly,
New Castle is a part of this vision as it represents a key
region from which Hermann can
expand its enterprise and reach
for years to come.
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C O N N E C T I O N

Charles Capra



HERMANN OPENS NEW DISTRIBUTION CENTER
TO MAXIMIZE THE FLOW OF NESTLE WATERS 

Excellent Cross-Docking Capacity
at Hermann’s Nestle Warehouse

Clean, Energy-Efficient AIB-Certified 
Food-Grade Warehouse Space

NEW & FAMILIAR FACES IN THE FAMILY
Give a big welcome to these two members of the Hermann Services family!

Mark Higgins brings more than 20 years experience working
with Americold to Hermann Services in his new position as the
Assistant Operations Manager at the new Hermann/Nestle
warehouse in Alburtis, Pennsylvania. 

Mark appreciates the open door management style of Hermann
Services where employees can have greater power to enact
positive change in any area that can lead to improved
performance or cost savings. 

In his spare time you might find Mark
polishing his bowling skills, where he
currently averages 228 including
eighteen 300 games. He is a proud
father of two sons, Logan, age 11 and
Carter, age 5. He became engaged to a
wonderful woman, Joanne, just two
days before joining Hermann.
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In a small Pennsylvania town named Alburtis, sits a brand new
500,000 SF Hermann Services distribution center dedicated to
Nestle Waters. The new facility is located at the crossroads of
PA 100, I-78, and the Northeast Extension. Situated within five
miles of the Nestle bottling plant, the new warehouse space will
help Nestle keep production at maximum capacity.

The modern facility offers tremendous cross docking capacity
around the one mile rectangular corner-to-corner loop that can
accommodate 350 trailers paired with 200 dock doors. Hermann

Transportation provides shuttle service between the Nestle plant
and the Alburtis warehouse. 

Inside the motion-sensory lighting-equipped warehouse, you’ll
find a 35,000 pallet storage capacity for distributing the primary
product of 24-pack bottle cases. John Capra, Hermann
Warehouse Operations Manager, and his Assistant Operation
Manager, Mark Higgins, oversee a staff of ten warehouse
personnel to keep the water flowing at all times. 
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WELCOME BACK JOE TURNER

After 30 years driving for Hermann Leasing, Joe retired in
October, 2016 to spend more time with his family in Florida. After
a trip back to New Jersey, learning that Hermann acquired a
new client with shipping lines to Florida, Joe decided his short
“retirement” was over. 

Hermann Services is happy to have Joe back behind the wheel
once again.



KEEPING IT ALL
UP AND RUNNING

View photos from last year’s event at
HermannCares.com

From end user support to network
remediation, the man behind the
technology that keeps Hermann humming
is Charley O’Neill, Director of IT
Administration & Support. 

Charley joined Hermann Warehouse in
1986 and found that he had a knack
for updating software, troubleshooting
technical problems, and setting up new
computer systems.

This did not go unnoticed by
management, who fast-tracked him
through IT coursework to learn more. The
rest is history through a few fast-paced
decades of keeping the company up-to-
date with advancements in technology. 

Charley now oversees the entire server
end network infrastructure for Hermann’s
headquarters and various locations
nationwide. That requires a lot of running
around from division-to-division and from
building-to-building, which suits Charley
just fine. 

Charley’s been an avid runner for the
past ten years, racking up numerous
5K events, Mud Runs, and a couple of
10-miler Broad Street Runs through
Philadelphia. What started off as
exercising on the treadmill to get in shape
and shed a few pounds has become a
passion for Charley who loves to start his
day with a run in order to keep the
company up and running each day.
Go Charley!
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Muck It Up with the

Saturday, June 24, 2017
Essex County South Mountain Reservation
Northfield Ave. & Cherry Ln, West Orange, NJ

CARES.com
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Get ready to join or support the Hermann Mudsters team for our annual romp through
muddy obstacles. The event is built for laughs, yet we raise a lot of serious money to
help put an end to MS.

Participants 12 to 18 years of age must be accompanied by a guardian who is also
registered and will be present for the duration of the event.

We invite all Hermann employees, clients, friends and family to join us in the fun
and/or support the team. This event presents a fun, challenging 5-mile course full of
muck for participants to slosh, slip and slide through. It’s an inspiring experience
whether participating, volunteering, or watching!

Funds raised through MuckRuckus MS help provide programs and services to people
living with multiple sclerosis in the Northeast area and drive cutting-edge research
aimed at stopping MS in its tracks, restoring the function that's been lost and ending
the disease forever.

There’s lots more to see and do in the area like visiting the Turtleback Zoo, McLoone’s
Boathouse, zip lining, golfing and Thomas Edison’s National Historical Park, so make
a day of it!

For more information on joining our team or to a make a donation: 
Terri – 735-261-9074 or 732-297-4400 x203, thermann@hermanntds.com
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As we celebrate our 90th year we would like to thank our customers, business associates, and
everyone at Hermann Services for working together like one big family to achieve great things.

We take pride in each other’s accomplishments and look forward to sharing many more! 


